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Abstract
Current cross flame tubes (CFT) designs are manufactured using traditional casting and
sheet rolling methods comprised of 10+ parts that are joined with plug and fillet welds. Recent
efforts have been made to move traditionally assembled gas turbine parts to additive
manufacturing (AM) to improve high-temperature performance, reduce number of parts in
assembly, decrease lead time, and allow for more complex geometries that cannot be
conventionally manufactured. Along with these efforts, the purpose of this redesign was to
address current issues with oxidation on the mating flange between the cross-flame tube and the
combustion liner.
Designs were created in Siemens NX for a two-piece design, referencing required flange
and tube requirements outlined in the parent model and the combustion assembly. Thermal and
static structural analyses were performed to verify performance characteristics for equivalent
stresses and check for thermal expansion interference between the male and female CFT. Modal
and harmonic analysis were used to determine natural frequencies to a forced response and to
compare the vibratory response to the Goodman criteria for failure. These verifications in
conjunction with a printed prototype serve as the first steps in the goal of reducing lead times and
moving this design into production for customer engines.
Background

Figure 1: Section view of a sample assembly for a full gas turbine model

The combustion assembly for the D5/D5A is comprised of several components that have
been since moved to AM in Inconel, namely the transition, swirler/mixer, and dome. Shown in
Figures 2 and 3 are varied types of combustion assemblies, and as shown in Figure 3, the crossflame tube extends off the combustion basket. The combustion assemblies are arranged in a
radial pattern around the engine (Figure 1), with the number of assemblies and number of CFT
between baskets varying based on engine size. The operating pressures and temperatures exert
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massive loads on turbine parts, with peak temperatures existing within the combustion assembly.
Nickel-chromium superalloys such as Inconel have great corrosion resistance and high strength
in environments with extremely high temperatures and are very suitable material candidates for
AM combustion components.

Figure 2: Side view of sample combustion subassembly

Figure 3: A sample combustion assembly comprised of liner, basket, cross flame tube, and transition

Cross-flame tubes are used in gas turbine combustors as a means of transporting a flame
between baskets. This allows for a reduction in the number of ignitors required for an engine
start. Typically, ignitors are placed on 1 or 2 of the combustion assemblies, and the flame is free
to travel through CFTs and ignite each basket via pressure differences.
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The CFT is a highly desirable candidate for AM, as the cooling channels create complex
inner geometries that currently require multiple pieces to be welded together to be formed. The
printed new design would incorporate these channels, and result in 2 pieces that make up the
whole assembly. Existing designs require many tight tolerances such that the interfaces between
components are not warped after welding. By moving to AM, the required tight tolerances for
the CFT can be reduced to just the mating flange and the inner tube diameter, and postprocessing steps such as machining and welding are cut out.
To accurately compare performance and fatigue requirements, data collected from parent
models were used as inputs into analysis for thermal loading. To simulate flame temperature
effects on the model, exaggerated worst case conditions were used for temperature inputs. The
parent model has proven to withstand high life cycle hours, and the goal of this design is to meet
or exceed existing performance.

Requirements

Specific Requirement
Reduce lead time by 1.5x
Part life > 16000 hours

Result
Meets criteria
N/A

Retrofittable to D5A DF-42 systems

Meets criteria

Lead time < existing lead time

Meets criteria

Existing Design
The current design uses 2 pieces, assembled from multiple components to create an inner
annulus for cooling air. The existing design addressed the change from a flexible stainless steel
to a stiff nickel-chromium alloy, this was in part due to the high temperature loads causing the
flexible stainless steel to become embrittled overtime and lead to burnout. Combustion
assemblies are exposed to near melting temperatures for superalloys, so it is imperative to design
cooling channels throughout each part and apply thermal barrier coating where necessary.
Moving the current design to AM requires consideration for overhang angles and
unsupported edges. These key requirements in AM are due to unsupported surfaces failing due to
overheating in SLM as it is a welding process. Sharp edges are also filleted to reduce stress
concentration which could lead to failed prints. The mating flange (Datum 2) as shown in Figure
4 and the inner tube’s end face (Datum 1) do not meet on the same datum plane. Considering
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AM, this would require supports from datum 1 up to datum 2 to support the flange material. It is
beneficial for AM lead times to reduce post-processing steps to only require electric discharge
machining (EDM) for separating parts off the build plate. As a result, for the existing design,
there is room for modifications to improve its printability and further reduce lead times when
printed with SLM.

Figure 4: Existing offset between mating flange and inner tube

New Design
With considerations for AM, the new design prints off directly from the build plate
without supports. Reducing support material optimizes post-processing efforts and further
reduces lead times. The inner and outer tube begin on the same datum plane, with no sharp
corners. To accommodate the different configurations in customer engines, the female side CFT
has been designed to work for all configurations. There are two male CFT models, where the
internal and external features are the same, but the overall height is 20mm shorter on the smaller
model. With the different end-to-end distances from basket to basket, the two models
accommodate for each engine configuration.
For the cooling channel annulus, fins were added to help increase convective heat transfer
and serve to keep radial thermal growth concentric. With fins segmented around the annulus,
thermal expansion of the inner wall will be consistent on the circumference.
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Figure 5: Cross section of male side CFT cooling channels with fins

Thermal Analysis
Based off existing performance, the peak temperature experienced in the CFT is on the
portion of the inner tube nearest to the flange. Existing designs used CFD to determine heat
transfer coefficients (HTC) for convective cooling throughout the part. For the current design,
with time limitations, it was determined that using hand calculated values and values from
previous design would be acceptable to compare performance under high stress. Using the HTC
values as inputs into ANSYS and known operating temperatures, thermal analysis was done for 4
different configurations. The configurations are as follows: Large CFT max separation, large
CFT min separation, small CFT max separation, and small CFT min separation. The 4
configurations represent the largest and smallest basket to basket arrangements on customer
engines and understanding these cases would provide insight into how all intermediate
arrangements would perform under worst case thermal loading.
Convection inputs were selected based on HTC values from existing models. For the
inner tube, ANSYS APDL commands were used to simulate thermal barrier coating (TBC) on
the inner tube. TBC is used to protect the superalloy surface from long exposure to high
temperatures, which can lead to thermal fatigue. With backside cooling and the TBC layer,
surface temperatures can be reduced to increase part life and decrease thermal stresses.
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Figure 6: Temperature distribution normalized to maximum temperature experienced

Static Analysis
There are no acting forces on the CFT assembly aside from thermal loads. To simulate
the stresses and deflections on the assembly, the thermal results were imported as the load for
static analysis. To simulate the clamping on the flanges, a displacement and frictionless support
were used to constrain the tubes axially and rotationally. Results showed similar max stress
points to existing models, around the cooling holes, and max radial expansion on the order of
micrometers. This verification of radial expansion ensures no interference between the male and
female CFT when exposed to peak temperatures.

Figure 7: Radial expansion in custom coordinate system
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Figure 8: thermal stresses normalized to the max stress experienced
Modal Analysis
A modal analysis was performed for all 4 configurations to determine the natural
frequencies for the CFT assemblies. Comparatively, natural frequencies were in the same range
as the existing model. The first 10 frequencies were selected to determine the first bending mode
frequency. Figure 9 displays the first bending mode, whose frequency was then used as input for
harmonic analysis.

Figure 9: First bending mode, harmonic displacement in x-plane
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Figure 10: First bending mode, continued

Harmonic Analysis
Using the framework for the existing design, the first bending frequency was used as
input into harmonic analysis. A 5-g acceleration was placed in the transverse direction with a
damping coefficient of 1%. Using the max mean stress found at the cooling hole and multiplying
with a safety factor, stress values were plotted against the Goodman/yield lines. Values were
omitted in Figure 12 and replaced with the results region, however the CFT design meets the
Goodman criteria for high cycle failure.

Figure 11: Stresses normalized to maximum value
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Modified Goodman for Inconel___
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Figure 12: Highlighted region where max harmonic stresses are experienced, underneath the
yield and modified Goodman line
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Prototype

Figure 13: Left image: Female side CFT, Right image: Male side CFT, water jetted into split
sections to expose inner cooling annulus. Waterjet cut resulted in a skewed cut causing for the
annulus to appear uneven however, as printed piece had no deviations

Conclusion
The drivers for moving components from traditional casting and forming methods to AM
are reducing lead times, increased capabilities for complex geometries, better performance, and
improved material properties. The CFT being a small, high-production part with cooling
channels is a great candidate for AM. By moving to AM, lead times can be cut by nearly half,
allowing for more parts being purchased per year. The assembly reduction allows for final
tolerances to become more consistent as printed.
Analyses performed for this design were intended to exaggerate worst case scenarios,
with extended exposure to extreme temperatures. With these verifications, there is a higher
confidence in the performance of the part, where engine start ups are infrequent and flame
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transfer in combustion is on the order of milliseconds, so long exposure to high temperatures in
the CFT is not expected.
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